
“Oh my! I look like a little old
grandmother!” she laughed

when she brought the pictures out for us
to look at. “I never was the most bashful
person; I used to run naked as a child.”

We sat together in comfortable si-
lence for several moments before she
spoke again. “Bathing is soothing. I put
sachets of camomile in my bath; it’s
good for the stoma.”

She carefully placed the photograph
face down on the table and went on to
another, saying as she did so, “But you
know, I thought it would help others,
let them know they are not alone.”

This last statement provides us with

her motivation. We never had the op-
portunity to discuss her own experience
of loneliness in illness, but we know
that she spoke strongly about the cru-
cial role of support. She recounted that
before her surgery she had tried to findD
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war. Likely a first in war photography,
the Abu Ghraib photographs are in-
criminating documents staged and
recorded by US soldiers, men and
women. Their release, first to a military
investigator and then to the public, has
had an effect more profound than any
official photographic documentation of
this war. 

Sontag, when she writes about these
images, will undoubtedly probe the sol-
diers’ motives for taking these pictures.
Unlike previous war images, these pho-
tographs cannot be attributed to propa-
ganda, nor to an intention to accurately
document the effects of war (although
they do that most disturbingly). Bore-
dom, amusement or trophy-collection
(much like taking weapons or ensignia
from captured or dead enemy combat-
ants) may be the motive. But there is

also an underlying motive of hatred and
revenge.

Sontag, commenting on pho-
tographs of black victims being lynched
in the 1890s and 1930s, writes that see-
ing these pictures (in an exhibition in
New York in 2000) “should help us un-
derstand such atrocities not as the acts
of ‘barbarians’ but as the reflections of a
belief system, racism, that by defining
one people as less human than another
legitimates torture and murder.” She
then adds, “But maybe they were bar-
barians. Maybe this is what most bar-
barians look like. (They look like every-
body else.)” 

In one of the Abu Ghraib prison
photographs, US army private Lynndie
England is seen holding the end of a
dog leash attached to the neck of a
naked Iraqi soldier on his knees. In oth-

ers she stands and points, grinning, at
the genitals of naked prisoners. What is
so disturbing about these images is that
they appear to have been taken for
amusement, an amusement generated
by a complete disrespect that one might
describe as racist. And they are disturb-
ing because England and the other par-
ticipants look so ordinary.

Regarding the Pain of Others is a fasci-
nating exploration that complements
and expands on Sontag’s earlier work,
On Photography. This is the Sontag we
expect, admire and even revere: critical,
thoughtful, insightful, thoroughly wide-
ranging in her sources and ideas and al-
ways penetrating and disturbing.

John Hoey
Editor
CMAJ
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Lifeworks

Self-portraits of illness: the gift of the gaze

A camomile bath.

One of our projects at the Centre for
Global eHealth Innovation is to
collaborate with people with colorectal
cancer as they represent their experiences
through visual and text-based narratives.
Participants are provided with cameras
and asked to photograph whatever they
feel would represent aspects of their
experience of living with colorectal
cancer. In this article we discuss
photographic self-portraits taken, with the
assistance of a friend, by a 78-year-old
woman who has since passed away.
Composing the photographs in a way that
retained some anonymity, she consented
to their wide dissemination in the hope of
helping others to overcome feelings of
being alone in living with cancer.



a photograph of a person with a stoma:
not a photograph that isolated a piece
of the body, but that showed a whole
being. It was a fruitless task. But the
thought of letting others know they
were not alone refused to leave her.

Why is there a lack of this type of
“medical” photograph? A range of re-
sponses is elicited in the viewing, some of
them more difficult than others. James
Elkins suggests that certain pictures of the
body do not exist because the body can be
problematic to look at. It can provoke un-
wanted corporeal and cognitive re-
sponses; it touches us even at a distance.1

Here we have been given the gift of
the gaze. This woman invites us to
look, to learn. Look closely at her self-
portrait in the bath and note what is
elicited. We see the marks on her body:
the stoma, a scar bisecting her ab-
domen, the appearance of bruising on
her knees. We have a visceral response
to it; our stomachs tighten. At the same
time we feel a flutter of delight at her
courage. Her head is not visible, and we
are reminded of classical statuary that
becomes changed over time. We also
reflect on the Cartesian split that con-
tinues to haunt fundamental aspects of
health care relationships: body/mind,
doctor/patient, control/possibility. Her
need is to show or reveal and at the
same time to conceal and be anony-
mous. The photographs document a
delicate balance between rival demands.
There is always potential for this (or
any other) photograph to be taken out
of context, for its meaning to be sub-
verted. These self-portraits serve to
trouble our notions of how and with
whom we construct categories of mean-
ing in health care. 

Her reason for creating these pho-
tographs was to show others that they
were not alone. But alone in what? In
having cancer, in having a stoma, in ag-
ing? It is now a question that we must
ponder on our own, for this lively
woman is no longer here to explain.

The photographs that she left push
the boundaries of the clinical represen-
tation of the body in medical texts. Nei-
ther are they the ideal depictions we see
in the popular media or in art galleries.
The photographs create a place for im-

ages of being and the body that are not
concordant with the dominant dis-
courses of medicine, society and cul-
ture. In this era of “patient-centred
care” it is striking that a woman under-
going a profound shift in her bodily
sense of self should feel so alone in her
experience, so unable to find a repre-
sentation that reassured her.

Of course, our academic discourse
may lead us away from her intent,
which related to her search, before her
surgery, for images of a person with a
stoma. She wanted to see what she
might look like, what new mark would
be on her body. Because she had been
unable to find anything, after her dis-
charge from hospital she took pictures
of herself in the bath, assisted by her
loving partner. (Courage is often not
achieved alone but in relationship.)

The marks of the surgery are visible:
the camomile tea bags float in the tub,
and she is central in the photographs.
She is at home, not in a hospital bed.
She is a woman living with a colostomy;
she refuses the passivity implied by the
role of “patient.” As we look at the pho-
tograph in which she is emptying her
colostomy bag over the toilet, we per-
ceive her need to reveal herself, her
body, her experience, as whole.
Through her decision to represent her-
self in a series of photographs, this

woman revealed a rich arena where the
personal and social aspects of a complex
illness and its treatment can be articu-
lated. In a digital sense, she has donated
her body to science, opening new av-
enues for exploration and discovery in
the information age. Her legacy in-
cludes these bold and powerful pho-
tographs. Through them she provides
tangible evidence to people undergoing
treatment for colorectal cancer that
others have also survived these pro-
found physical changes and have lived
successfully with them on a daily basis.
Awed by her courage and generosity,
we feel deeply grateful to her. 

Nancy Davis Halifax 
Ross Gray
Alejandro R. Jadad 
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Emptying the colostomy bag.
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